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Folds thin for compact storage. 
Stack of 10 chairs = 12 3/4”
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Series 5 Stackable Folding Chair Specifications

COLOR OPTIONS

FRAME COLOR
11 = BRONZE
21 = BLACK
31 = GRAY
41 = CLASSIC WHITE
51 = BRIGHT WHITE
61 = CHROME
65 = NEUTRAL

SEAT/BACK COLOR
010 = BURGUNDY
020 = BLACK
030 = CHARCOAL
040 = BLUE
050 = BRIGHT WHITE
060 = CLASSIC WHITE
070 = BONE
080 = CAMEL
090 = BROWN
200 = GRAY
000 = NEUTRAL
110 = GREEN

COMPLETE PART NUMBER IS
FRAME + SEAT/BACK

EX: BROWN BRONZE = 11090

Free Hot Stamp ID
(100 chair minimum)

Main Frame
3/4” diameter x .038” thick wall in HSLA (High Strength 
Low Alloy) tubing is the industry leader in lightweight and 
high strength chair frame work.  All tubing is rolled on the 
foot end for durability.  Punches and bends are precision 
controlled with dedicated proprietary equipment.  Rivets are 
semi-tubular, zinc plated.  Brace and back rivets are 3/16” 
diameter, all others are ¼”.  Seat retaining plate is .038” thick 
CRCQ steel and seat support clips are designed to give the 
optimum seat attachment performance.

Braces
5/8” x .023” thick cold rolled tubing is precision bent 
and crimped with proprietary ends to prevent moisture 
entrapment in joints.  Back brace comes standard with 
bottom drain holes.

Seat & Back
100% Virgin Polypropylene with color blended throughout 
formulated with anti-static and ultra violet additives.  Feet are 
Linear Low Density Polyethylene for high strength and foot 
retention. 
 
Powder Coating and Pre-Treatment 
Tubing is pretreated in a 5 stage industrial cleaning treatment 
for enhanced corrosion resistance and preparation of the 
tube surface for maximum molecular bonding of the powder 
coating.  Baked-on polyester powder coating has outstanding 
toughness, excellent weathering properties and a smooth, 
glossy appearance. For chrome frames, all parts are chromed 
before assembly with a 4 stage cleaning process then are 
duplex nickel plated, chrome plated and double rinsed to 
remove plating residue.

Testing and Specifications
Random lot testing of production chairs to failure by 
calibrated load versus deflection.  Series 5 chairs test to 275 
lbs.   

Weight
Approximately 6.75 lbs.  Ships in 70 lb 10 
pack or 710 lb 100 pack on pallets.

FanBack Style
Available in Black/Black or White/
White. Other color combinations 
available with minimum order. Hot 
stamp not available on FanBack Style.

Guarantee
The Series 5 is manufactured in 
the USA with U.S. components and 
craftsmanship. 
Full 3 year limited warranty against manufacturing defects 
under normal use.  McCourt Manufacturing will repair or 
replace (at our option) at no charge; customer assumes all 
freight charges.


